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- EST. 2004 -

Bern is a family-owned company headquartered in Kingston, MA, on Boston’s 
South Shore.  Made up of people passionate about cycling and the outdoors, 
Bern focuses on designing stylish, innovative, and purpose-built helmets that 
appeal to riders looking for something a little out of the ordinary.  We embrace 
all aspects of the sports we love, and strive to make high-quality products that 
speak to commuters and casual cyclists as well as to weekend warriors and ded-
icated athletes.  Whether you use your bike for transportation, exercise, or just as 
a great way to get outdoors, we have your head covered!

Bern – built for you, built for your life.
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NEWNEW

54

FL-1 XC AND FL-1 TRAIL UNION AND PARKER

NEW FOR 2017 NEW FOR 2017

New for 2017, The FL-1 XC and FL-1 Trail are Bern’s first true dirt helmets. Made with our seamless in-mold construction, the 
FL-1’s are now offered with a heavy-duty detachable visor. The Premium XC version comes standard with added MIPS pro-
tection and an improved 360 degree BOA liner, while the Trail model is made with our new lightweight Crank-Fit adjustable 
system. Check them out on pages 14-17.

New for 2017, the Union and Parker models build upon our existing best-selling commuter helmets with updated designs 
and functionality. Made with Bern’s high-quality Zipmold Plus technology, both models come with an improved 360 degree 
Boa liner, and an all new removable flip visor for a customized look that is all your own. Check them out on pages 22-25.



BIKE LIGHT

76

ASTEROID
USB RECHARGEABLE
- 12 Lumens

- Micro USB rechargeable

- 3 Light modes:
   Flash : 24 hrs 
   Pulse : 6.5 hrs 
   Steady : 5.5 hrs

- Water Resistant

- 16 Grams

- 26mm tall, 39mm wide, 20mm thick  
  (w / o bracket ) 

METEOROID
BATTERY
- 10 Lumens

- CR2032 battery x2 included

- 3 Light modes:
   Flash : 100 hrs 
   Pulse : 30 hrs 
   Steady : 20 hrs

- Water Resistant

- 20 Grams

- 26mm tall, 39mm wide, 24mm thick  
  (w / o bracket ) 

Designed in conjunction with our friends at Portland Design Works, our new Quickmount Asteroid and Meteoroid rear light 
mounts directly to all Bern helmets via the two small holes located in the rear of the helmet shell (FL-1 series excluded).  The 
light mount screws easily into the existing holes, providing a clean, integrated look and positioning the light for maximum 
visibility.  In addition, the Asteroid and Meteoroid are compatible with standard PDW seatpost and clip mounts, meaning 
you can easily transfer one light from your helmet, to your seatpost, to your messenger bag and back (additional mounts 
available directly from Portland Design Works).  Available in a USB rechargeable version and a standard CR2032 battery 
version, the Asteroid and Meteoroid offer multiple flash patterns, water resistance, and a high-output LED bulb.  

The Asteroid and Meteoroid fit all new and older Bern helmets 
with a two-hole mount located in the rear of the shell.

FOR ALL COMPATIBLE 
HELMET MODELS

LOOK FOR THE 
BIKE LIGHT ICON

ACCESSORY MOUNT POINT
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BERN DIFFERENCE
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WHAT MAKES OUR HELMETS DIFFERENT?

Style - Low-profile, innovative designs, sophisticated look.  All helmets protect 
your head - ours look good while doing it.

Innovation - Boa retention systems, proprietary Zipmold + construction, pat-
ented soft-visor and The Original hard visor.  Our helmets don’t just look good, 
they also offer features not found in other manufacturers’ lids.

Fit - Our unique sink-fit design allows the helmet to fit around your head in-
stead of sitting on top of it, making the helmet more secure, more comfortable 
and better looking.

All Season - Our helmets can be used year-round with the addition of a cold 
weather upgrade. Whether you are looking for a winter commuting helmet, or 
want to use your bike lid while skiing or snowboarding, our All-Season design 
has got you covered!

Style - Innovation - Fit - All-Season
Bern!
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TECHTECH

Designed and Built to Fit Your Life

At Bern, we understand that not all cyclists are the same.  Some folks ride 
a bike for transportation - to the office, the grocery store, or to the farmer's 
market on Sunday mornings.  Some ride for fitness, some ride for the love of 
the sport, some ride just to get outside with the family on a nice weekend day.

Whatever your reason for throwing a leg over a bike, Bern makes a helmet 
for you.  From the hip, urban-inspired Brentwood and Berkeley, to the more 
aggressive Allston and Melrose, to the skate-inspired Macon and Brighton, we 
offer a helmet that fits your style.  With the introduction of our new FL-1 series, 
we even offer helmets to meet the needs of the most demanding avid cyclists.

And don’t forget about the kids!  Our junior and youth helmets retain the style 
and quality of our adult helmets, sized down to fit smaller heads perfectly.  With 
fun graphics and a cool look, our kids’ helmets are sure to make your junior 
Olympians and future X-Games champions happy.

Bern - style, safety, fit, comfort.

BERN HELMETS

CONSTRUCTION

FIT

SAFETY

Shell seamlessly fused with interior 
EPS foam for a clean look and high 
strength to weight ratio. Found on our 

FL-1 Series.

360 degrees of adjustment guaran-
tees a high-quality fit. Premium Boa 
durability and construction. Light-

weight and ultra-comfortable.

Premium Boa dial adjustment system 
integrated into our standard helmet 

comfort liners.

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.

Our proprietary liquid foam construc-
tion has a higher strength-to-weight 
ratio than traditional EPS foam, mak-
ing our helmets lighter and lower-pro-
file.. Available in the Allston, Melrose, 
Union, Parker, Brentwood, Berkeley, 

Niño and Niña.

Classic pull strap hook-and-loop 
fastener.

Bern signature design. Our helmets 
extend to cover the back of the head, 
providing greater coverage and great-
er protection than traditional cycling 

helmets.

The Asteroid and Meteoroid fit all new 
and older Bern helmets with a two-hole 
mount located in the rear of the shell 

Our tried and true technology, Thin 
Shell is the ultimate balance between 
hard ABS or polycarbonate shell thick-
ness and interior EPS foam thickness. 
Safe, durable and strong. Available in 
the Watts, Lenox, Macon, Brighton, 
Bandito, Bandita, Diablo and Diabla.

New and improved lightweight dial fit 
system with 270 degrees of adjust-

ment.

EZ - FITVELO
Tried and true proprietary dial adjust-

ment system. Simple and durable.

Non adjustable die cut padding.

TEAM FITVELO
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TRAIL

MODELS :
FL-1 XC, FL-1 TRAIL

TRAIL
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Mountain biking, at its core, is about being away from the crowds, away from 
the pavement, away from city streets and cars and noise.  It is about buffed out 
singletrack, challenging rock gardens, epic climbs and fast descents.  Equally, 
it is about the camaraderie that comes from challenges collectively met and 
overcome, epic adventures shared, and post-ride beverages consumed.  The 
beauty of mountain biking is that it can be whatever you want it to be - it defies 
categorization.  Just like our new Trail Series helmets.  Equally at home on the 
gnarliest of trails as they are on the bike path, our Trail helmets are technical 
without being overkill, comfortable without sacrificing performance.

TRAIL - DEFY CATEGORIZATION



TRAILTRAIL
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A polycarbonate microshell lined with 
EPS foam to create an ultra light-

weight helmet

XC

Pre-work spins on local trails.  Weekend rides with friends.  That long-planned-for trip to Moab or The Kingdom Trails.  Wherever your 
ride takes you, the new FL-1 XC from Bern has all of your mountain bike adventures covered.  Featherweight In-Mold construction, a 
premium Boa retention system, a purpose-built removable hard visor, MIPS protection, and 18 air-hungry vents all combine to make 
the FL-1 XC a premium trail lid.  And, with a style all its own, the XC is sure to bring a little extra edge to your game.

Matte Black Type

Matte Earth Topo

Matte Hunter Green

Matte Burnt Orange

SIZE  S, M, L     
AVG. WEIGHT  279g (MIPS adds 40g) 
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078

360 degrees of adjustment guaran-
tees a high-quality fit. Premium Boa 
durability and construction. Light-

weight and ultra-comfortable.

NEWNEW

NEW NEW

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.

VELO



TRAILTRAIL

1716

A polycarbonate microshell lined with 
EPS foam to create an ultra light-

weight helmet

TRAIL

Split your time equally between the bike path and the local trails?  Looking for a technical helmet that won’t break the bank?  The 
FL-1 Trail is the lid for you.  Modeled after our top-of-the-line FL-1 XC, the Trail retains the In-Mold construction, light weight, 
styling, and ample venting of its big brother.  By using our own dial retention system and a simplified visor design, however, we 
are able to bring the price down significantly, leaving you plenty of spare change for a six-pack of your favorite local brew.  The 
FL-1 Trail - premium style and performance without the premium price tag.

Satin Black

Satin Muted Teal

Gloss White

SIZE  S, M, L     
AVG. WEIGHT  279g  
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078

NEW

NEWNEW

Our helmets extend to cover the 
back of the head, providing greater 

coverage and greater protection than 
traditional cycling helmets.

New and improved lightweight dial fit 
system with 270 degrees of adjust-

ment.

VELO
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MODELS : 
FL-1 Pavé, Allston, Melrose,

Union, Parker, Brentwood, Berkeley, 
Watts, Lenox, Team Macon, Team Brighton

PAVEMENT
Whether you ride your bike for transportation, fitness, fun or sport, Bern has 
your head covered.  From urban commuter lids like the new Union and Park-
er, to true road helmets like the FL-1 Pave, we make a model sure to fit your 
style and budget.  Our signature urban helmets feature Bern originals such as 
hard and soft brims, moisture-wicking liners, and a low-profile fit.  Our new 
performance pavement lids feature key technical elements such as a Boa 360 
degree retention system, In-Mold construction, and ultra-large venting.  And all 
our helmets feature the Bern Signature Design, resulting in a low profile, light 
weight helmet with greater coverage of the back of the head.

PAVEMENT - FIND YOUR ROAD TODAY
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PAVEMENTPAVEMENT

A polycarbonate microshell lined with 
EPS foam to create an ultra light-

weight helmet

PAVÉ

Like Bern’s signature style, but looking for something a little more technical?  Want a helmet that is equally at home in a paceline 
as it is on a spirited commute to work?  The FL-1 Pave is the lid for you.  With a style inspired by the original leather Tour de France 
helmets, the FL-1 Pave offers plenty of ventilation, ultra-light weight, a unique look, and technical cutting-edge features such as a 
Boa 360 degree retention system and optional MIPS protection.  The FL-1 Pave: style without compromise.

Matte Black

Matte Royal Blue Type

Gloss White

Satin Dark Silver

SIZE  S, M, L     
AVG. WEIGHT  248g (MIPS adds 40g)   
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078

NEWNEW

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.

360 degrees of adjustment guaran-
tees a high-quality fit. Premium Boa 
durability and construction. Light-

weight and ultra-comfortable.

VELO



PAVEMENTPAVEMENT UNION

From the café to the office to the local watering hold, the Union is at home wherever your urban adventures take you. Inspired by 
our best-selling Brentwood, the Union feature 21 vents, a Boa 360 degree retention system, a removable flip visor, and the mod-
ern styling to back it all up.  Designed specifically for those urban riders who want their gear to look as good as it works, the Union 
is sure to be an instant urban classic.  Our proprietary Zipmold + construction helps make this one of our lowest-profile helmets 
to date, while the premium moisture-control liner helps keep you cool and sweat-free on long summer commutes.  Modern look, 
premium construction, superior fit - classic.  

Matte Black

Matte Neon Yellow

Matte Muted Teal

Matte Red

Matte Grey

SIZE  S, M, L     
AVG. WEIGHT  355g (MIPS adds 40g)    
STANDARDS   CPSC, EN 1078

2322

NEW

NEWNEW

NEW

NEW

Our helmets extend to cover the 
back of the head, providing greater 

coverage and greater protection than 
traditional cycling helmets.

Our proprietary liquid foam construc-
tion has a higher strength-to-weight 

ratio than traditional EPS foam, making 
our helmets lighter and lower-profile.

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

360 degrees of adjustment guaran-
tees a high-quality fit. Premium Boa 
durability and construction. Light-

weight and ultra-comfortable.

VELO



PAVEMENTPAVEMENT PARKER

The Parker, our newest women's helmet, builds on the best-selling Berkeley, bringing greater venting, a new Boa 360 degree 
retention system, and a sleek new look to our urban classic.  Designed to complement your sense of style, the Parker is at home 
in your world - at the farmer's market, at the coffee shop, cycling through city streets on a lazy Sunday afternoon.  Utilizing our 
premium Zipmold + construction and our signature removable flip visor, the Parker combines a low-profile design, outstanding 
safety, and light weight in a single sleek package.  Safety and style - the Parker proves you can have both.  

Satin Black

Satin Pale Blue

Satin Light Grey Mandala

Satin Cranberry Mandala

2524

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Our helmets extend to cover the 
back of the head, providing greater 

coverage and greater protection than 
traditional cycling helmets.

Our proprietary liquid foam construc-
tion has a higher strength-to-weight 

ratio than traditional EPS foam, making 
our helmets lighter and lower-profile.

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

SIZE  S, M, L     
AVG. WEIGHT  355g (MIPS adds 40g)     
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078

360 degrees of adjustment guaran-
tees a high-quality fit. Premium Boa 
durability and construction. Light-

weight and ultra-comfortable.

VELO



PAVEMENTPAVEMENT

2726

ALLSTON

Built for urban riders and commuters who demand the most from their gear, the Allston is our top-of-the-line city lid. Featuring 
premium Zipmold+ construction, the Allston offers 3 shell sizes and a Boa 360 degree retention system for the ultimate fit, while 
16 large vents offer optimum air flow. Our signature soft flip visor and a performance moisture-control liner round things out and 
give the Allston a distinctive Bern look. With a style that is at home on the way to the office as it is on the bike path, the Allston 
offers versatility, performance, and style all rolled into one package.

SIZE  S-M, L-XL, XXL-XXXL     
AVG. WEIGHT  356g     
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078

Matte Black

Matte Clay

Satin White

Matte Hunter Green

Matte Sand

Our proprietary liquid foam construc-
tion has a higher strength-to-weight 

ratio than traditional EPS foam, making 
our helmets lighter and lower-profile.

Premium Boa dial adjustment system 
integrated into our standard helmet 

comfort liners.

Our helmets extend to cover the 
back of the head, providing greater 

coverage and greater protection than 
traditional cycling helmets.

NEWNEW

NEW

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE



PAVEMENTPAVEMENT MELROSE

At home on the bike path or dodging through traffic, the Melrose is a premium commuter/urban helmet for women who want style, 
safety and function. Inspired by the men’s Allston, the Melrose has the same technical features like ultra-light weight Zipmold+ 
construction and Boa retention system but is specifically engineered for women with more feminine vent patterns and 2 scaled 
down shell sizes.  The performance liner helps control moisture and keeps you cool, and can be removed and hand-washed as 
needed.  Style, safety, and fit - the Melrose offers it all. 

SIZE  XS-S, M-L     
AVG. WEIGHT  330g     
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078

Satin Black

Satin Navy

Satin Ivory

Satin Grey

Satin Seaglass

2928

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Our helmets extend to cover the 
back of the head, providing greater 

coverage and greater protection than 
traditional cycling helmets.

Our proprietary liquid foam construc-
tion has a higher strength-to-weight 

ratio than traditional EPS foam, making 
our helmets lighter and lower-profile.

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

Premium Boa dial adjustment system 
integrated into our standard helmet 

comfort liners.



PAVEMENTPAVEMENT BRENTWOOD

Classic urban style – you know it when you see it. A signature look from NY to LA to Minneapolis, our best-selling Brentwood con-
tinues to define urban cycling cool. Utilizing our Zipmold + technology, the Brentwood comes in 3 shell sizes and has an addition-
al dial retention system for the best fit possible along with a functional patented soft visor to protect your face from sun, rain and 
whatever the day may throw at you. Like a great-looking pair of jeans, the Brentwood never looks out of place, on or off the bike.

Matte Black

Matte Clay

Satin White

Matte Steel Blue

Matte Sand

SIZE  S-M, L-XL, XXL-XXXL     
AVG. WEIGHT  379g     
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078

3130

Tried and true proprietary dial adjust-
ment system. Simple and durable.

NEWNEW

NEW

Our helmets extend to cover the 
back of the head, providing greater 

coverage and greater protection than 
traditional cycling helmets.

Our proprietary liquid foam construc-
tion has a higher strength-to-weight 

ratio than traditional EPS foam, making 
our helmets lighter and lower-profile.

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE



PAVEMENTPAVEMENT BERKELEY

Value, safety and style – the Berkeley offers it all. Specifically engineered for women, our most popular ladies helmet features 
premium Zipmold+ construction, a low-profile look, and a dial adjustable retention system for a secure fit.  The flip visor gives the 
Berkeley that signature Bern look, while a moisture control liner helps keep you cool and comfortable.  The Berkeley set the trend 
in urban cycling fashion when first introduced, and it still leads the way with its classic good looks and go-anywhere appeal.  Your 
style, your life, your look - the Berkeley fits them all. 

SIZE  XS-S, M-L     AVG. WEIGHT  367g     
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078

Satin Black

Satin Pink

Satin Ivory

Satin Sky Blue

Satin Cranberry

3332

NEWNEW

NEW

NEW

Tried and true proprietary dial adjust-
ment system. Simple and durable.

Our helmets extend to cover the 
back of the head, providing greater 

coverage and greater protection than 
traditional cycling helmets.

Our proprietary liquid foam construc-
tion has a higher strength-to-weight 

ratio than traditional EPS foam, making 
our helmets lighter and lower-profile.

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE



PAVEMENTPAVEMENT

3534

WATTS
SIZE  S-M, L-XL, XXL-XXXL    
AVG. WEIGHT  510g (MIPS adds 40g)    
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078, EN 1077B

Matte Black Satin Grey

Matte Leaf Green

Matte Muted Teal

Matte Sand

A thin ABS shell lined with EPS foam 
to create a strong yet lightweight 

All-Season lid.

The Watts is Bern's blue-collar special.  With a baseball-hat-inspired hard visor, true all-season versatility, and classic Bern 
styling, the Watts is at home on the morning commute, during the evening two-wheeled beer run, at the ski area, and on the bike 
path.  Featuring our Crank Fit dial adjustable fit system, tried and true EPS/ABS construction, and a moisture-controlling premium 
liner, the Watts fits, looks, and feels great.  The Watts also passes both bike and snow safety certifications, making this a true 
all-season lid!  

Tried and true proprietary dial adjust-
ment system. Simple and durable.

NEWNEW

NEW

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE



PAVEMENTPAVEMENT
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BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

LENOX
SIZE  XS-S, M-L   
AVG. WEIGHT  510g (MIPS adds 40g)
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078, EN 1077B

Satin Black

Satin Indigo

Satin Light Blue

Satin Ivory

Satin Champagne Mandala

Fun, youthful, cool – the Bern Lenox, with its baseball-style hard brim and unique looks, captures the essence of urban cycling. 
Designed specifically for women, the Lenox offers great colors and graphics to match your personal style while delivering the 
Bern promise of quality. The proprietary Crank-Fit dial adjustable retention system insures a secure fit, while the premium mois-
ture-controlling liner keeps you dry and comfortable.  Tried-and-true EPS/ABS construction is safe and lightweight.  The Lenox 
also passes both bike and snow safety certifications, meaning this is a lid that you can take on your adventures year-round!

NEW

NEW

NEW

A thin ABS shell lined with EPS foam 
to create a strong yet lightweight 

All-Season lid.

Tried and true proprietary dial adjust-
ment system. Simple and durable.

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.



PAVEMENTPAVEMENT

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

TEAM MACON
SIZE  S - XXL     
AVG. WEIGHT  448g (MIPS adds 40g)
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078, EN 1077B

Matte Black

Matte Muted Teal

Satin Light Grey

Matte Sand

Matte Oxblood

3938

TEAM FIT

Non adjustable die cut padding.

Skate-inspired, urban and a little gritty, the Macon brings a tried-and-true style up-to-date with clean lines, a performance fit, 
and high quality construction.  A true all-season performer, the Macon passes both bike and snow safety certifications, making 
this a lid that can take you from your morning commute, to the bike path, and then on to the slopes without missing a beat.  Our 
single-sizing Team Fit construction keeps costs down, making the Macon a great value without sacrificing safety or fit and finish.  
An excellent choice for those looking for a high quality, do-it all helmet!  

A thin ABS shell lined with EPS foam 
to create a strong yet lightweight 

All-Season lid.

NEW

NEW

NEW

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.



PAVEMENTPAVEMENT
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BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

TEAM BRIGHTON
SIZE  XS - L     
AVG. WEIGHT  448g (MIPS adds 40g)
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078, EN 1077B

Satin Grey

Satin Seafoam Green

Gloss White

Satin Rose Gold

With its street-smart looks and classic lines, the Team Brighton brings urban cycling back to its roots.  Skate inspired but tai-
lor-made for cycling, with a low-profile fit and high quality build, the Team Brighton is edgy enough to be interesting but sophis-
ticated enough to be grown-up.  Utilizing our single-sizing Team Fit system and tried-and-true EPS/ABS construction, the Team 
Brighton strikes an excellent balance between comfort, fit, and value.  And, since it passes all bike and snow safety certifications, 
the Team Brighton is a true all-season performer, able to take you from your morning commute to the ski lodge in style and com-
fort.  A great choice for those looking for an all-around, stylish and value-packed helmet, the Team Brighton will not disappoint! 

NEWNEW

NEW NEW
TEAM FIT

A thin ABS shell lined with EPS foam 
to create a strong yet lightweight 

All-Season lid.

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.

Non adjustable die cut padding.



JUNIORS

4342

For older kids, bikes equal freedom.  The ability to visit friends, explore the 
neighborhood, ride to the corner store - all on two wheels, all without adult su-
pervision.  What could be better?  We have designed our Junior line to precisely 
reflect that sense of freedom.  Based on popular adult models, and borrowing 
elements from skateboarding, snowboarding, and BMX, our Junior helmets 
incorporate a style and look that is both grown up enough to satisfy pre-teens’ 
desire for independence and fun enough to appeal to the little kid still hiding 
inside them.  As an added bonus, all helmets in the Junior line are 4-season 
certified, meaning they can take your child from the neighborhood streets to 
the local ski hill in style and comfort

ADULT STYLE, JUNIOR FUN
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MODELS : 
Bandito, Bandita, Diablo, Diabla

JUNIORS



JUNIORSJUNIORS

4544

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

BANDITO

Matte Cobalt

Matte Hunter Green

Matte Black Camo Logo

Matte Red

SIZE  S-M, M-L  (Ages 8-15) 
AVG. WEIGHT  493g (MIPS adds 40g)     
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078, EN 1077B

A thin ABS shell lined with EPS foam 
to create a strong yet lightweight 

All-Season lid.

Designed specifically for pre-teen heads, the Bandito is a great choice for older kids who want a helmet with an edgier and 
unique look.  Modeled after the adult Watts, with its baseball-inspired hard brim and hat-like lines, the Bandito features a light-
weight EPS/ABS construction, our dial-adjustable Crank Fit retention system, and a moisture-controlling performance liner.  With 
colors and graphics designed specifically to appeal to younger riders, the Bandito not only fits great, it also fits in with your kid's 
own sense of style.  And, the Bandito passes all summer and winter safety certifications, meaning it can go from the streets to 
the slopes and back again with ease.  

Tried and true proprietary dial adjust-
ment system. Simple and durable.

NEW

NEW NEW

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.



JUNIORSJUNIORS
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BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

BANDITA

Satin Light Blue

Satin Grey

Satin Pink

Gloss White Confetti Logo

SIZE  S-M, M-L  (Ages 8-15)  
AVG. WEIGHT  493g (MIPS adds 40g)     
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078, EN 1077B

Designed specifically for the pre-teen set, the Bandita brings the adult style and good looks of the Lenox to smaller heads.  With 
its baseball-style hard brim, clean lines, fun colors, and light weight, the Bandita is sure to please even the pickiest of young rid-
ers.  Featuring our tried-and-true ABS/EPS construction, our dial-adjustable Crank Fit retention system, and a moisture-controlling 
premium liner, the Bandita brings the quality and fit and finish of our adult helmets down to younger riders.  And, because the 
Bandita passes all bike and snow safety certifications, it can go with your child wherever their activities take them - from the bike 
path, to the neighborhood streets, to the local ski hill and beyond.

NEW

NEW NEW

A thin ABS shell lined with EPS foam 
to create a strong yet lightweight 

All-Season lid.

Tried and true proprietary dial adjust-
ment system. Simple and durable.

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.
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BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

TEAM DIABLO

Matte Black Translucent Neon Green

Matte Cobalt Blue

SIZE  S, M, L  (Ages 8-15)
AVG. WEIGHT  452g (MIPS adds 40g)    
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078, EN 1077B

A thin ABS or polycarbonate shell 
lined with EPS foam to create a strong 

yet lightweight All-Season lid.

With its classic skate design and cool colors, the Diablo is the helmet for kids who hate to wear helmets.  Featuring the same 
premiumn construction and fit and finish as the adult Team Macon, the Diablo is scaled down to fit pre-teen heads perfectly.  Our 
Team Fit single-sizing construction keeps things simple and secure, while our lightweight EPS/ABS design is safe and durable.  
The Diablo also passes all snow and bike safety certifications, meaning one helmet for all four seasons.  

TEAM FIT
NEW

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.

Non adjustable die cut padding.
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TEAM DIABLA

Translucent Pink Translucent Light Blue

Satin White

SIZE  S, M, L  (Ages 8-15)
AVG. WEIGHT  452g (MIPS adds 40g)    
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078, EN 1077B

Built just for rough-and-tumble pre-teens, the Diabla combines cute colors and graphics with skateboard styling and a secure fit.  
And, since the Diabla passes all bike and snow safety certifications it can go from the skate park, to the bike path, to the local ski 
hill with ease.  Built using our lightweight EPS/ABS construction and featuring our simple and secure Team Fit single sizing, the 
Diabla fits and feels as good as it looks. 

NEW

NEW

A thin ABS or polycarbonate shell 
lined with EPS foam to create a strong 

yet lightweight All-Season lid.

TEAM FIT

Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System. Designed to protect against 

rotational violence to the brain 
caused by rotational impacts.

Non adjustable die cut padding.

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE
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We believe that the littlest riders deserve helmets that are just as safe, fun and 
fashionable as those made for adults.  Our kids’ line emphasizes bright colors, 
cool graphics and cute designs, while staying true to our desire to build the 
highest quality, best fitting and safest helmets possible. With fits tailored to 
little heads and innovative features like integrated flip-visors to shield the suns 
rays and Velcro retention systems for a snug fit, our kids helmets are made 
with the same quality materials and technologies found on our adult models. 

Why wouldn’t you want to give your kids the best?

ADULT QUALITY, KID FIT

MODELS : 
Niño, Niña

KIDS
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NIÑO

Our coolest helmet, designed for the smallest heads!  The Niño features the same signature Bern look as our best-selling 
Brentwood, scaled down to securely fit children ages 5 - 8.  Kids love the cool graphics and colors, the soft flip visor, and the 
ultra-lightweight.  Parents love the premium construction, secure fit, and all-season versatility.  Built using our proprietary Zipmold 
+ construction and featuring a simple-but-secure velcro fit system.

Matte Black

Gloss Yellow

Matte Blue

Matte Navy Zig-Zag

Satin Grey Flying Tiger

SIZE  XS-S, S-M  (Fits up to Age 8)
AVG. WEIGHT  323g    
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078

Classic pull strap hook-and-loop 
fastener.

EZ - FIT

NEWNEW

NEW

Our proprietary liquid foam construc-
tion has a higher strength-to-weight 

ratio than traditional EPS foam, making 
our helmets lighter and lower-profile.

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

Our helmets extend to cover the 
back of the head, providing greater 

coverage and greater protection than 
traditional cycling helmets.
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NIÑA

Designed with the mini-fashionista in mind, the Niña brings cool colors, fun graphics, and Bern's patented soft flip visor to the 
littlest riders.  A scaled-down version of our best-selling Berkeley, the Nina features our proprietary Zipmold + construction, an 
ultra-lightweight design, and a secure velcro adjustment system for a perfect fit. 

Satin White

Satin Navy Blue

Satin Hot Pink

Satin Seaglass Polka Dot

Satin Red Strawberry

SIZE  XS-S, S-M  (Fits up to Age 8)
AVG. WEIGHT  323g    
STANDARDS  CPSC, EN 1078

NEWNEW

NEW

Our helmets extend to cover the 
back of the head, providing greater 

coverage and greater protection than 
traditional cycling helmets.

Classic pull strap hook-and-loop 
fastener.

EZ - FIT

Our proprietary liquid foam construc-
tion has a higher strength-to-weight 

ratio than traditional EPS foam, making 
our helmets lighter and lower-profile.

BIKE LIGHT
COMPATIBLE
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ALL SEASON, ALL HOURS

Men’s Summer Liner

Men’s Summer Visor

Women’s Summer Liner

Women’s Summer Visor

Women’s Winter LinerMen’s WInter Liner

Upgrade any summer Bern helmet 
with added warmth and comfort for 
cold weather riding. Water and wind 

resistant. Strech Lycra custom fit. 
Breathable top beanie material.

The Asteroid and Meteoroid fit all new 
and older Bern helmets with a two-hole 
mount located in the rear of the shell 

COLD WEATHER BIKE LINER

BIKE LIGHT
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MERCHANDISING

LOGO BANNERS 
Available in 

3’x10’, 1.5’x5’, 1’x2’
Vinyl, Weatherproof with Grommets

METAL LOGO SIGN 
Available in 

25”x5”, 12”x24”, 16”x5”
Stainless Steel w/ Grommets

SLAT WALL HANGER

BUILDOUT BOW

24 UNIT HELMET DISPLAY 
12 UNITS PER SIDE

15.75” Wide X 73” Tall X 27.5” Deep
40cm Wide X 186cm Tall X 70cm 

Deep

36 UNIT HELMET DISPLAY 
18 UNITS PER SIDE

26” Wide X 73” Tall X 36” Deep
66cm Wide X 186cm Tall X 91.4cm 

Deep

1 LID BOW 
Can hold 4 units

19” Wide X 82” Tall
48cm Wide X 208cm Tall

2 LID BOW 
Can hold 8 units

24” Wide X 82” Tall
61cm Wide X 208cm Tall

3 LID BOW 
Can hold 12 units

29” Wide X 82” Tall
73.5cm Wide X 208cm Tall

4 LID BOW 
Can hold 16 units

34” Wide X 82” Tall
86.5cm Wide X 208cm Tall

KEYCHAIN

PIN

MONEY CLIP

BOTTLE OPENER KEYCHAIN

BERN SNAPBACK HATS BERN T-SHIRTS 

BOTTLE OPENER

BUILDOUT BACKDROP
GRAPHIC EXAMPLES
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AT A GLANCEAT A GLANCE MEN + UNISEX WOMEN
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AT A GLANCE JUNIORS + KIDS
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SIZE CHARTSIZE CHART BIKE HELMET SIZING

NEW ADULT MODEL ADJUSTABLE SIZING   FL-1 SERIES, UNION, PARKER

FIT SIZE S

52 - 55.5cm

6 1/2 - 7 7 - 7 3/8

M

55.5 - 59cm

L

59 - 62cm

7 3/8 - 7 7/8

CM

HAT SIZE

MEN'S EXISTING MODEL ADJUSTABLE SIZING   ALLSTON, BRENTWOOD, WATTS JUNIOR + KIDS MODEL ADJUSTABLE SIZING   BANDITO, BANDITA (S-M, M-L), NINO, NINA (XS-S, S-M)

JUNIOR MODEL NON ADJUSTABLE SIZING   DIABLO, DIABLA

WOMEN'S EXISTING MODEL ADJUSTABLE SIZING   MELROSE, BERKELEY, LENOX

FIT SIZE FIT SIZE

FIT SIZE

FIT SIZE

S-M XS-S

S

XS-S

54 - 57cm 48 - 51.5cm

51.5 - 53cm

52 - 55.5cm

6 3/4 - 7 1/8

6 1/2 - 7

7 1/8 - 7 5/8

7 - 7 3/8

L-XL S-M

M

M-L

57 - 60.5cm 51.5 - 54.5cm

53 - 55cm

55.5 - 59cm

XXL-XXXL M-L

L

60.5 - 63.5cm 54.5 - 57cm

55 - 57cm

7 5/8 - 8

CM CM

CM

CM

HAT SIZE

HAT SIZE

MEN'S + WOMEN'S EXISTING MODEL NON ADJUSTABLE SIZING   MACON (S-XXL), BRIGHTON (XS-L)

FIT SIZE XS

52 - 54cm

6 1/2 - 6 3/4

S

54 - 55.5cm

6 3/4 - 7

M

55.5 - 57cm

7 - 7 1/8

L

57 - 59cm

7 1/8 - 7 3/8

XL

59 - 60.5cm

7 3/8 - 7 5/8

XXL

60.5 - 62cm

7 5/8 - 7 7/8

CM

HAT SIZE
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North America
Bern HQ 
SNOW BIKE SKATE H2O

P.O. Box 1284
Duxbury, MA 02331
Tel: 781.582.8125
Fax: 781.582.8124
connect@bernunlimited.com
bernunlimited.com

New England 
ME, VT, NH, MA, CT, RI

Stoner Andrews   
office@stonerandrews.com 
(802) 598-0274
 

Mid-Atlantic
NY, NJ, PA, DE, MD, DC

John Phaneuf
P: 203-262-6857
E: jrphaneuf@sbcglobal.net

Western/Eastern 
Great Lakes
MN, WI, IL, ND, SD, IA, OH, KY

Brendan Donarum                         
P: 203.627.2616
E: bdonarum@bernunlimited.com

TOLA
CO, UT, NM, TX, LA, OK, NE, MO, AR, KS, WY 

Kahl and Partners
P: 303-410-1166 
E: doug@kahlandpartners.com

Northern California
Mark Hubbell
P: 408.425.5796
E: hubbfive@gmail.com

Alan Rowland
P: 916.847.4818
E: alan.rowland@sbcglobal.net

Pacific Northwest
WA, OR, MT, ID, AK

Joey Weamer
P: 406-360-2547
E: joeay.weamer@gmail.com
 
Megan Fulton 
P: 503-860-8997
E: fulton.megan@gmail.com 

Southern California / 
Southwest
SoCal, So. NV, AZ

James Akers                         
P: 760.815.9403                                
E: jamesbarak@earthlink.net

 

Argentina 
BIKE 

Aries Comercial S.A.
Contact: Ricardo Fridman
ricardo@aries-comercial.com

Australia  
SNOW BIKE SKATE H2O

Mission Sports
Contact: Chuck Warner
Tel: 03 9581 5444
info@missionsports.com.au
missionsports.com.au

Chile 
BIKE 

Oxford
Contact: Victor Heresmann
vheresmann@oxford.cl

China 
SNOW BIKE SKATE

Auric Sports Co. LTD
Contact: Josh Miller
Tel: +86 10 8476-5445
miller@auricsports.com

Colombia 
BIKE SKATE 

14 Ochomiles
Contact: Juan Pablo Ortiz 
Tel: +573104889714
info@14ochomiles.com

Czech Republic 
SNOW BIKE SKATE H2O

Snowboard Zezula s.r.o.
Contact: Petr Schwarz
Tel: +420549274516
info@helmy-bern.cz
helmy-bern.cz

France 
BIKE 

Triangle SAS
Contact: William Debode
info@triangle-sarl.com
Tel: +33 143 053 168

Germany 
BIKE

Sport Import
Contact: Stephanie Muellman
Tel: +49 (0) 4405 92 80.0
stephanie@sportimport.de
www.sportimport.de

Hong Kong 
SNOW BIKE SKATE H2O

A3 International Co., Ltd.
Contact: Andy Lam
Tel: +852 2813 8999
info@a3hongkong.com
a3hongkong.com

Italy 
SNOW BIKE SKATE H2O

Wave Distribution Srl
Contact: Alessandro Grieco
Tel: +39 011 7801938 
info@wavedistribution.it
wavedistribution.it

Japan 
SNOW BIKE SKATE 

YTS Amuse Co. Ltd.
Contact: Taiki Ida
Tel: +81 3 6415 6818
info@ytsamuse.com
taiki-ida@ytsamuse.com
ytsamuse.com

Korea 
SNOW BIKE 

Globig Distribution Inc.
Contact: ChungYoon-Mo 
yoonmo@hotmail.com

Malaysia 
BIKE SKATE H2O

Wheel Love Skateshop
Contact: Yeng Wei
weiyeng@gmail.com

Mexico 
BIKE SKATE

Mape Bikes
Contact: Mario Peraza Viveros
maperaza2001@hotmail.com

Norway, Finland, Denmark  
SNOW BIKE SKATE H2O

Icon Distribution
Contact: Morten Selnæs
Tel: +47 35 55 51 40
MS@icondistribution.no
icondistribution.no

Peru 
BIKE 

Ciudad Bici
Contact: Octavio Zegarra Lazarte
octavio@ciudadbici.com

Phillipines 
BIKE SKATE H2O 

Zephyre Group, Inc.
Contact: Jovic Santos
zephyre.group@gmail.com

Poland 
BIKE 
TAC Sport
Contact: Piotr Roszak
Tel: +48502232911
info@tac-sport.pl

Russia 
SNOW BIKE SKATE H2O

Mountech LLC
Contact: Anna Anufrieva
Tel: +7 (495) 657 97 38
Tel: +7 (903) 003 21 41
info@mountech.ru
www.mountech.ru

South Africa 
BIKE SKATE 

Velo Sports
Contact: Rory van Zyl
Tel:  0839498208
rory@velosports.co.za

Spain 
BIKE 

Ryme Bicycles
Contact: Daniel Martinez
Tel: +34 947 482 020
info@rymebikes.com 
rymebikes.com

Sweden  
SNOW BIKE SKATE

Black Icon Distribution
Contact: Patrik Lundin
Tel: +031-653392
patrik@frontflip.se
icondistribution.no

Switzerland 
BIKE

Fuchs-Movesa AG
Contact: Cloé Bouchardy
Tel: +41 56 464 46 50 
Cloe.Bouchardy@fuchs-movesa.ch

Taiwan 
BIKE 

New Tideway Enterprise Co., Ltd.
Contact: Hans Chao
tideway.co@msa.hinet.net

Thailand 
BIKE SKATE 

Mentagram Co., Ltd
Contact: Thanarak Thanunmanee
thanarak@mentagram.com
mentagram.com

UK 
SNOW BIKE SKATE H2O

Ultra Sport Europe Ltd.
Contact: Neil Thomas
Tel: +44 (0) 1332 813 150
neilt@ultrasporteu.com
ultrasporteu.com
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THANK YOU FOR ALL THE SUPPORT!
GET OUT AND

RIDE!



BERNUNLIMITED.COM
DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED IN 
MASSACHUSETTS, USA


